Standard Highway Sign Designs for Texas

Emergency Management Signs
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EM-1S
HURRICANE EVACUATION ROUTE (with Arrow)

For more arrow detail, see symbol and arrow section.
COLORS:  SYMBOL  - WHITE  
LEGEND  - WHITE  
BACKGROUND  - BLUE  

EM-1aT  
EVACUATION ROUTE (with Symbol)  

* See Symbol section for symbol design
EM-1bT
EVACULANE OPEN WHEN FLASHING - (with Arrow and Symbol)

COLORS:
- SYMBOL - WHITE
- LEGEND - WHITE
- BACKGROUND - BLUE
- LEGEND - BLACK
- BACKGROUND - BLUE

* See Symbol section for symbol design
EM-2
AREA CLOSED

EM-3
TRAFFIC CONTROL POINT

COLORS: LEGEND - BLACK
BACKGROUND - WHITE
EM-4
MAINTAIN TOP SAFE SPEED

EM-5
ROAD USE PERMIT REQUIRED FOR THRU TRAFFIC

COLORS: LEGEND - BLACK
         BACKGROUND - WHITE

TEXAS
EM-6aR
MEDICAL CENTER (with Arrow)

* See Symbol section for arrow design

EM-6bL
WELFARE CENTER (with Arrow)

EM-6cL
REGISTRATION CENTER (with Arrow)

EM-6dR
DECONTAMINATION CENTER (with Arrow)

COLORS: LEGEND - BLACK
BACKGROUND - WHITE (RETROREFLECTIVE)

TEXAS
EMERGENCY SHELTER (with Arrow)

HURRICANE SHELTER

COLORS: LEGEND - BLACK
BACKGROUND - WHITE
SYMBOL - BLACK & YELLOW

* See Symbol section for arrow design
COLORS:  LEGEND - BLACK
BACKGROUND - WHITE
SYMBOL - BLACK & YELLOW

** See Symbol section for symbol design

CHEMICAL SHELTER X MI (with Arrow and Symbol)

COLORS:  LEGEND - BLACK
BACKGROUND - WHITE
SYMBOL - BLACK & YELLOW
EM-7T
TORNADO SHELTER

COLORS: LEGEND - WHITE
BACKGROUND - BLUE
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